Peace Round-up – 17th December 2020

A selection of items from a range of sources. Inclusion here does not imply full endorsement, but is based on current concerns of NFPB and its members.

If you would like to be added to the mailing list for these mailings, please contact nfpb@gn.apc.org

Quakers & Racism

Time for Quakers to tackle racism | Quakers in Britain

Spending Review Fails To Deliver

Spending review fails to deliver | Quakers in Britain

Government Cuts Overseas Aid

UK Government Cuts Overseas Aid - Fellowship of Reconciliation (for.org.uk)

BAE Arms Trade Career event

Nadiya Hussain pulls out of arms trade careers event as teenagers speak out

Climate Change article in the Freind

Quakers in climate year of action | The Friend

Radio 4 Moral Maze Defence Verses Foreign Aid

Moral Maze - Defence versus Foreign Aid - BBC Sounds

Defence Spending verses Foreign Aid

More military spending won't keep Britain safe – but boosting overseas aid could | Defence policy | The Guardian

Global Campaign on Military Spending UK

Boris Johnson commits further £24 billion to UK military spending.

The Guardian

The Home Office, mired in racism claims, now plans another mass deportation of black people

US Election violence

Like Kenya and Burundi, the US has now met our criteria for electoral violence thanks to Trump | The Independent

A Successful U.S. Missile Intercept Ends the Era of Nuclear Stability (yahoo.com)

20 Objects of Peace

The Peace Museum | 20 Objects of Peace | Shannen Johnson - YouTube

What About World War II – Webinar from World Beyond War & Peace Action

Webinar: What About World War II? - YouTube

Christian CND & the Toda Institute

Does the TPNW Contradict or Undermine the NPT? | Toda Peace Institute

Rethinking Security Blog post

The Arrivers: Why Language Matters in Migration Policy – Rethinking Security

Trident Ploughshares

OPEN LETTER TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE BORIS JOHNSON MP – Trident Ploughshares
Byline Times – Britain & Space Arms Race

**Britain Gears up to Join the Space Arms Race** – Byline Times

Global Campaign on Military Spending

**Webinar: Military Spending and Global (In)Security - YouTube**

BAME & Covid


CND Campaign: Get your MP to support TPNW

**Ask your MP to sign EDM 1072 in support of the TPNW (eaction.org.uk)**

Documenting Corruption in the Global Arms Market

**Corruption Tracker (corruption-tracker.org)**

Britain Yearly Meeting statement: Becoming an Anti-Racist Church

**Quakers commit to becoming an anti-racist church | Quakers in Britain**

Conscientious Objection to conscription - a review of the current situation in different countries

**Video from a Conscience webinar**

Quaker Statement on Migration from a number of Quaker agencies

**Quaker Statement on Migration | QUNO**

QCEA on Peace Mediation

**New report on peace mediation | Quaker Council for European Affairs (qcea.org)**

UK & Ireland Nuclear Free Local Authorities Webinar

**Webinar ICAN Mayors for Peace: EUROPEAN PEACE AND SECURITY THROUGH THE 2020s - YouTube**

Job opportunities as Local Development Officers for Quakers in Britain

**Quakers in Britain: Job opportunities | Quakers in Britain**

Rethinking Security Blog Post

**Global Heating, Climate Justice and Security – Rethinking Security**

Report of a Church & Peace event

**Acknowledging Whiteness | Church and Peace (church-and-peace.org)**

Tide turning and tidal waves

**2020 highlights and reflections from Lisa Cumming (Turning the Tide GB)**

Piece from the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists

**We need a new international accord to control drone proliferation**